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The nanny fanfiction oc

From his company's car repair shop in Brooklyn over to the billion-dollar channel in Gotham City, Tony Stark never supposed his life would take such a 180° turn. And yet, both Bruce Wayne and his boys. ETA: I failed to break this big beast down into logical parts because I never thought this could be a series. But for all those shuder and balks in the total word count, here is a bit of reading
facilities structure: Season 1: Chapter 1 – Chapter 44 / Close to the original TV-series; mostly flu and humorSeason 2: Chapter 45 – Chapter 93 / Dark-term continuation; widely angst features and family dramaSeason 3: Chapter 94 – Chapter 150 / Transition Times, Family Trial &amp;amp; tribulation but also lighter terms here &amp;&amp; 4: Chapter 151 – continuous / tying up lobby ending,
'timestamp/step' collection, Language tbd: English words: 249,331 Chapters: 154/? Kudos: 1903 Bookmarks: 412 Hits: 57107'd Niles' resignation letter be short and sweet, penned and left in a head like him? The care and only simple sentimental it was, it would page long, flowers and full of how much she loved them and how much of a bitch it was to make it somewhere she couldn't stand
thought to have been anymore. A thought knocked him out of nowhere. Would even have a resignation letter after all? Was it all an elaborate take, a scheme to get it out of their life once and for all? It had all the commercial brands say. She was mistreated, asked her questions of sanitary, and was completely incompremate. They might be laughing at him at that very moment, basking in the
fact that they were finally free of him, taking turns to him his resignation from aloud and laughing at how pathetic he was, how miserable they would have done him. Hot water ran down his face, his kiss started hurting from the speed of his breath. It sounded far felt but didn't trust itself anymore. The more he thought about it, the more true he seemed. -twin staircase where cc spiral and has a
laps of mental health after the staircase conversation, Case divergence Language: English Words: 5,641 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 38 Bookmarks: 2 Hits: 426 The House was finally quiet. But she wasn't sure if she actually loved it when the house is away from the Nanny and the producers will play! The story is written in Max's perspective, an imagine of what would happen if Max actually gave in
his desires!-Looking ahead for your comments—! English: 6,513 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 35 Bookmarks: 3 Hits: 1062 Soap Operate Series, Niles and CC faces the problems of two teenagers fighting with the repair of a famous actor who just cannot let up his life on the gosip sites. Language: English Words: 12,767 Chapters: 6/6 Kudos: 8 Hits: 259 A slice of fun in days of day life as the new
couple allow their hair down. A small touch on vulnerabilities. Arrive Dummy Twins and Wedding Maggie a.N/ CC haven't been discovered yet. I know it's hard to believe, but in this story people aren't watching shows on their phones anymore. Language: English Words: 2,024 Chapter: 1/1 Kudos: 40 Bookmarks: 4 Hits: 461 Parent AU – Co your writing / TheCrownedLioness Amelia Babcock
and Charlotte Brightmore are strangers until their arrival to unite them. The girls estranged their parents, Niles Brightmore and C.C. Babcock, live on opposite sides of the Atlantic, each with a child. After meeting at camp, the girls engineering an identity swap. If the scheme works, it might just do the entire family. Language: English words: 153,704 Chapters: 35/? Kudos: 27 Bookmarks: 2 Hits:
734 While its apartment has been renovated, Cece shacks up with Sheffieild's – especially, Fran. Eventually Fran/Cece. Language: English Words: 7,479 Chapters: 8/? Kudos: 48 Bookmarks: 2 Hits: 529 Another old song inspired from Eleven years ago. Candid and CC are on their way back to a vacation, when something happens. Language: English Words: 369 Chapter: 1/1 Kudos: 5 Hits:
154 Written in 2009 in a 'Song Challenge'. I wrote this listened to Amarantine by Enya.Just a hundred words that will hopefully make you smile. I don't know, I just felt like sharing some really old stuff that never saw the light of day. Language: English Words: 100 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 7 Hits: 112 What if things never happened and Fran was still with Danny, but one day saw a gorgeous blonde
woman on the path? Suddenly nothing like before, when she decided to take her life into her own hands. Inspired by the singer's same name by James Blunt. Originally published on ffnet from 2009-2013, but I'm working on it again, so it will definitely be continued. Language: English Words: 4,767 Chapters: 3/? Kudos: 38 Bookmarks: 4 Hits: 629 Niles Have A Name. What THE HELL Is It?
Language: 295 Chapter: 1/1 Kudos: 7 Hits: 180 New Orphan Lady Babcock Finds Destruction Himself and Alone in a Hostile World and in the Gates of Whitehall Palace, where he is to work as a maid in the monasteries with regard to them, womanizing cot in a son - Prens Niles, heir to the English and famous seat for his numerous artifacts. What will happen when this spoiled press sets eyes
on beautiful but the head lady Lady Babcock? Language: English Words: 148,976 Chapters: 21/? Kudos: 8 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: 181 After Growing Up in an Orphanage, Grand Duches Chasterity-Claire Stewarevna Romanova comes out as a young woman named Claire. With no clear memories of her youth and unaware of who she is, Claire encountered two constituent artists, Niles
Brightmorovich and Fran Fineova, who are searching for a C.C. look-alike in the hope of collecting a reward from Dowager Empress of Old. Based on Anastasia's film (1997). Co-written / Language ofCrownedLioness: English Words: 102,645 Chapters: 18/? Kudos: 5 2 Hits: 334 Nightmares has been a common occurrence since C.C.c's extinction eight months ago, something Niles still blamed
himself for. But now it's back, with so much living. What could possibly happen to C.C.? And will null be able to help him in this moment of need? Read and find out! Language: English Words: 124,932 Chapters: 24/? Kudos: 50 Bookmarks: 5 Hits: 1025 He thought about his hair a lot. The way curls up her ears and in her temple perfectly framed her face. The Holy Spirit in his shampoo with his
ode to tickling his nose every time he embraced him. How soft he felt in his hands the first time he was kissing him. How he might feel to drag his chest together or clinch to his point. Language: English Words: 2,658 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 121 Bookmarks: 8 Hits: 2110 Visit Niles CC in the place. Language: English Words: 2,301 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 62 Bookmarks: 5 Hits: 649 and your wine-
stained mouth, you do nothing but Language problems: English words: 3,258 Chapters: 2/2 Kudos: 79 Bookmarks: 3 Hits: 998 Fran Fine is the kid of the prestanged-free academy. It rooms with CC Babcock and befriends Davis Niles II. Maggie is a bookworm, Brighton is a bad kid, and Fave is in her own world. Max is still working. What will come of them now that Fran has come? Language:
English Words: 1,745 Chapters: 1/? Kudos: 3 Hits: 57 Mob AU. CC Babcock is the Queen's most peaceful boss. Candid is his seamstres, and secret girlfriend, who's unaware of his mob life. Language: English Words: 640 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 36 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: 379 It's C.C.C.'s Birthday and wants to forget all about it and celebrate it at the same time. Niles has other ideas. Language:
1,214 Chapters: 1/1 Collection: 1 Kudos: 91 Bookmarks: 5 Hits: 1172 Books: Nanny AffairWord Count: 783 (+/-) Warning: a little sutty, A little angstyA/N: This is what happens when Robin stans get together: we put on our brand make-up while coming up with his alibi for not being DTF. Always a fun time with @shannonsaid. Enjoy! Oh, God, yes! Brynn cuffed the head tightly, fixed her quiet
body as she beat dust rhythm on top of her engaged lovers. Sam! Yes! His horse had melted with his moan healing as the waves of pleasant euphoria washed his body shake. As he drank in the air and took his breath, he admired a sweat-packed sam as he carries his neighbor and curve. He carefully slipped off and into his arms as he kissed his shoulder before resting his head against his
chest. Beating his fingers across his absorbs contour, his body relaxs in his hug, his silent concern by touching his fervent. He loves it; chocolate eyes without the attention itself to invite chocolate eyes. Every inch of him asked to worship him. She worshiped and respected her great work ethic, and admire her power and his father's company; and yet, with all the strength, Sam was sweet upon
him, a source of goodness to others. He loves who he is when he is with him. For the first time in her life, Brynn feels seen by someone, she feels loved by someone. And because of that, she learns to love herself, respecting herself the way Sam respects her A Love as this doesn't happen every day, making love that's worth the fight. Through the confusion and the complication of his
business relationship with Sofia, he knows that he finally does his part. He didn't speak those words, but he knows the feeling is the same. While judgmenting her hair around her fingers, basking in the post-attempt clash and thinking about the different ways she can help her break this marriage deal. And now with the knowledge of Sofia cheating on her and the so-called DTF, she is sure that
the ball is finally in their court as a couple. However, he's still being discerned about the perfect opportunity to reveal this news to Sam. Bzzt. Bzzt.Sam sighshs as he's blind to reach his phone. Pulling him close to his face, his eyes adjusted to the bright glitter to read his incoming text. It was soup, again. Brynn–She weighs her arms tightly around her chest, buried her face in her arms and
whisper. No. Don't go, it's wine. He accidentally rubs his arms, kissing the crown in his head, I drip. But work calls. Brynn rested her jaw on her shoulders, her historic blue eyes sparkling while she poured a lot. Now Brynn, you know that's why we're even here. She brushed off several ruined, wet watched hair in the hair behind her ear. But stay here. The boys are with my legs for the day. I'll
come back before you know that. She hopes to get out of bed in the villa, quickly anthatically herself. He looks with fluid worship in his eyes as he pulls on a pair of chinokis; he's not forgetting his lips when adjusting himself inside the zip. He slipped on his sperry as he rumors about a white end-down fabric button. It starts to prompt each button when it turns back watching Brynn. A grin pulled
over her face as she approached softly. He leaned over, pressing his hunger mouth against him. And you will cum for me again and grow under his breath and put his nerves ablaze. He snakes his finger between his legs and kills him intimate for a while. He carries his fingers into his mouth and sucks on them with a devil's smile as he makes out his outings. As the door sets, Brynn behind the
backward of the pillows more. He lets out a content sight as he pulls the sheets over his naked body. As deeply, she bites her supplements, her mouth swollish when watching her pandocks tease her inside. Suddenly her fantasies are interrupted when she hears something clatter against the floor heading next to the bed. Sam's phone. It was in such a hurry get to the Milan office that she
accidentally left her behind, gets forgotten in the tangled internet of sheets. As Brynn recovered to put it on her night for her return, her pain awakened the screen.  It was a surprise, his phone wasn't shy. Even more of her surprise, the first thing that popped up was a text message from her fiance. How does this message translate that it was needed at the office so suddenly? Was it meeting
Sofia has to work on something? Brynn's nephew looks around the room, ensuring the ribs were clear, that truly, he was alone. It swipe up to retrieve previous messages. The phone hit the floor again, only this time, she split with her heart. @khoicesbyk @lovelyladyk88 @lifeaskim @lucy-268 @lauraplayschoices what do you think? Am I just dreaming? @choicesficwriterscreations
See more posts like this about Tumblr #choices #pixelberry #team stealing from #the #choices's affair to #sam dalton affair #m!sam dalton #sam d x mc #m!sam x mc #sofia russo #DTF #robin stan #team fly forever I participate in the Wacky Drabbles Prompt #54: Don't get up. I'll do it. Books: Nanny AffairCharacters: MC (Brynn [Schuyler, now] Dalton) X Me!Sam Dalton; Carter, Mickey,
Mason, and OCs (Cindy; daughter Olivia) Counting Words: 1619 (+/-) &lt;-oops! I had a lot to say... Disclaimer: Brief Sensiality; hustle; Discussion of STIA/N: This is one shot that takes place 10 years after the Nanny Affair (Sam dumps Sofia; Sam marries MC; let the woodland creatures rejoice) A /N 2: characters that bear part of Pixelberry.The diagnosis exchange of sterile silence as the
confusing wave of penetrating into dance exams. He attaches his breath growing with his hands as he crossed from the fridge table.  I'm suffering. He shook his head in disbelief. I have that? He pulled the laboratory report from his obstetrician, frantically overseeing the record as his eyes iced with tears. And there it, tatooed in black and white: Keep reading Books: Nanny AffairCharacters: MC
(Brynn [Schuyler, now] Dalton) x me!Sam Dalton; Mickey, Mason, and the OC (daughter of Oliva; nanny Becca; mentioned in Cindy Crawfish, Assistant) Word Count: 5331 (+/-) you REALLY don't want to knowWarning: Angle; cheating; suggestions of domestic violence; closed; langRead part 1 here! Read Part 2 here! A/N: I am still in disbelief! They all humbled me, encouraging me and my
tickets and your answers! As I've said before, know that even just one person enjoying what I'm setting out means to the world! So thank you for that! Back story: Once... Still... was originally meant to be a single shot for a Wacky prompt, but they all convinced me: WHAT'S HAPPENING NEXT?! So please enjoy this very long 3 parts; stay tune for the final installation of 4 parts (For this real
time! That's it! No more!)! Thank you again, 2: BIG thanks your special, hugs and kisses my fellow writinger @shannonsaid and @lorekeeper427! All the brain, all the mind-tossing, and bless it, ALL the pre-reading reading... they all helped this take on a life of its own! &lt;3A/N 3: Characters that are part of Pixelberry.Brynn's painful shuders, wincing and waving his teeth in the sharp clock of
intensular plunging against featured watermarks he worshiped. He painstakingly flutters his eyes open when the waves are affrustful in the sprain of the discpel. Her husband jen waved jen an impressive stack in the voice plates, dirty vessels separating each haphazard dish. Reading Books: Nanny AffairCharacters: MC (Brynn [Schuyler, now] Dalton) x me!Sam Dalton; Mickey, Mason, and
the OC (daughter of Oliva; kennedy's girlfriend; nanny becca)Count: 3190 (+/-) &lt;-he took on a life of his own! Warning: Angle; cheating; sensiality; LangRead Part 1 here! A/N: Wow! I'm overwhelming and outraged by the answer I got on Tumblr, FB, and AO3. Knowing that even just one person enjoying what I'm setting out means to the world! So thank you for that! Once... Still... was
originally meant to be a single shot, but they all convinced me: we got to know what's happening next! So please enjoy this 2 length party; stay tune for the final installation of Part 3! Thank you again, love it! A/N 2: GREAT thank you to your special and fellow writers side @shannonsaid and @lorekeeper427! All the brain, all the mind-tossing, all the pre-reading... they all helped this take on a
life of its own! &lt;3A/N 3: characters that are part of Pixelberry. The film's Gladiateur (2000) is also cited; obviously say, I don't own that dialogue.*Bryn barrels from her wedding suite, chaoticly slipping towards the color kitchen as her violent degorge is violent. He tightened his grip on the sides of the chrome brush as his knee threatened to immerse his body on the floor. While he gagazed for
a morsel in the between ends of the nausea, the river despaired him down his cheek. In just a matter of moments, he's happy all the time after a beautiful marriage broke into his hands. Reading Chapter 1: Tell Me You Love Mebook: Open Heart / Nanny AffairSong Inspiration: Hear Me Now By Bad Wolves ft. DiamanteWarning: Angle; adult situation; LanguageWord Count: 3100 (+/-
)Summary: With her marriage to the Business of Mogul Dalton on the rocks, Caroline Dalton takes a rebuke to remind the humble beginnings of her and her oldest friend Ethan Ramsey. But does the truth of the past create new secrets for the present? A/N: HUGE thank you to your sister writing @shannonsaid for pre-reading some parts and helping me jump over some hurdles! The majority
of the characters and some of the plot hurt pixelberry. Caroline Dalton is the name I gave to Dalton's first wife In Sam Dalton (TNA). Although the reader knows he had a first wife, character is an OC; the sense of his story with Ethan Ramsey's backstory is a very conched interpretation that I hope you enjoy! Reading Books: Matters of nanny and a special visitor to moms in the Anecharacters:
MC (Brynn [Schuyler, now] Dalton) x me!Sam Dalton; m!Robin Flores x Sofia Russo (Riso-Flores, now); Tomas Mendez; Carter Mickey, Mason, and the OC (daughter of Olivia; Nanny Becca)Count Words: There's time to grab yourself a drink with a young heart. It's quite long, but the story needs the multiple stickers and conversations. Warning: language; hustle; cheating; brief domestic
violence; short Sensibility Isread part 1 here! Read Part 2 here! Read part 3 here! A/N: It's here! It's here! Why! And my word, it took a village, but it's FINALLY here! Special big thanks literally all is my writing closed, for encouraging me, to brain with me and pre-reading for me! To my lovely readers: thank you for the sweet messages and comments regarding this fik! I hope it's everything they
all hoped it would be, and that they'll all enjoy it! Thanks for being so patient at waiting for the conclusion of this crazy whirlwind of a story! A /N 2: Characters that are part of Pixelberry.* The unleashed time still be friends; he breathes rumbles into his ear as his head starts deep. Twists in steam bathroom and turn like a carnival ride, her madness to a husband and all his mistress was the main
attraction to end the sail tunnels. She fears she may fall, she grips the door frame as she clue tightly to her chest. The relationship of a cry and encouraged him to vomit, he beat the room; Why? He's not sure quite yet. A gun? Maybe.Perfect. There is it. It's not sure why or if this will even help him in the long run. But at this moment, in this aborrent moment, it's the only thing that makes sense.
He has long grabbed Sam's phone. Because of his inseccent business efforts and networking opportunities, it never turns off. Idiot.Li swipe up. Camera.Click.Send.Delete.Delete.Keep reading myself in @wackydrabbles prompt #56: When you said yes, I really just had to go with it. Book: Nanny AffairCharacters: MC (Brynn Schuyler), I!Robin Flores, I!Sam Dalton; mentions of Sofia, Mason and
MickeyWord Count: 1117 (+/-) Warning: a smidge of angle; Mention of infection and pregnancy loss: With Sam Dalton's nuptials and Sofia just right around the corner, I noticed several fanfixes and a ton of talking to MC getting pregnant by me!sam. I wanted to join in on the fun! So here is my take! A/N: characters and some dialogue belongs to our beautiful friends at Pixelberry! In a cold
sliding shirt, knuckles the white sliding white pants as he's doing white tightly in the porcelain bathroom. She rested her tired head, jet-laged on her shoulders as she flip into the booty ability to air fresh in between ends Nausea. With the church bathroom at the back of the sanctum, it is expected that its violent wave of illness would fall de pollution ears rather than thoroughly into the aquatics in
the empty room. Keep reading up here! Book: The Affair of nanny (future cruise and...) Word Count: 1510 (+/-) Disclaimer: LanguageSummary: The perfect couple was the perfect proposition followed by the perfect normal... and then they went upon their honeymoon. Between language barriers, false accusations, transportation challenges, foreign duties, and newly discovered secrets, will
they recently prove that animals are right: All you need is love? Inspirational song: Would you call that love by Kelly ClarksonA/N: Special thanks to my sister of FanFic crime who shares an unshakable love for Robin with me @shannonsaid: We can all get it a day. &lt;3*Can I cut in? Brynn whirls around finding a familiar, beautiful face looking intensity back at her – and into her body. Reading
A Prequel To The AffairChapter Of Nanny: IsomerNeed Catch Up? Chapter 1: AcquiesChapter 2 : CovalenceChapter 3 : DisociationChapter 4 : SystemRating: 18+ (Mature Audience Only) Word Count: 3212 (+/-) &lt; – The end will be worth it! Warning: language; Cream (NSFW... finally!) The pipes in his heel disappear towards sam's room. His doors closed, recalling a dungeon, who fought a
fight. He's the last person he needs to see; didn't he already say enough about dine? They said 'good nights,' and went their way apart. After the emotional combination that just took place between father and son, Sam needed space. Reading Books: The Affair of Nanny (with a 'Surprise' Crosses) Inspiration Song: Tell Me You Love Me by Demi LevatoWarning: Angle; adult situation;
langAJSummary: With his marriage on the rocks, Caroline Dalton, business wife mogul Sam Dalton, takes a vacation down memory line. But will discovering the truth of the past create new secrets for the present? A/N: The majority of characters and some of the plot that be of Pixelberry. Even though the reader knows Sam Dalton has been married before, Caroline Dalton is an OC. Some of
the story and dialogue have been taken from my original fict Catalyst. * The sudden clatter smashes out his Hermés paint against the polished wood-floor sheet starting him from him improving laps at the dinner table. The ambiance from the oxford-rock bat was caught in a dull roll; the simple budding in flames left the dark room and sorry as collected wax melted on the Yeoward crystal
holders. Caroline Dalton checked out her look, trimming a gawn. 9:32 PM. Her husband is over three hours late, four if it was included when originally warned him about earlier. Keep Reading Chapter 8 – Glad ever after (Final Chapter) these characters be of Pixelberry FC - Jessica Liam- Chris Hemsworth Makeline - Margot Robbie Tags Permanent @texaskitten30 @drakewalker04
@kingliam2019 @queenjilian @kimmiedoo5 @moonlightgem7 @indiacater @hopefulmoonobject @ac27dj @sanchita012 @marshmallowsaremyfavorite @mom2000aggie @walker7519 @lovablegranny @queenwalton @masterofbluff @twinkleallnight @iaminlovewithtrr @tinkie1973 @whiskeyslullabye @gkittylove99 @gabesmommie1130 @princess-geek @katedrakeohd @neotericthemis
@iam-of-kind and-thoughtful @txemrn @pink-diamond13 Series Tags- @cordonianprincess @theroyalheirshadowhunter @hopelessromanticmonie @rafasgirl23415 @shanzay44 @sfb123 @emkay512 @queen-arabella-of-kodonia* Riley looked himself in the mirror as Hana put Riley's tira on her head. Riley decided on a white fusion style reign, with a rosary to the sweetheart that was
shattered with every step. You look pretty Riley. Eleanor said. Thanks baby girls, and you look beautiful too. Are you excited about being a flower girl? Yea, do ye suppose that men shall be like my abuses? Oh yes, people will love your clothes. Riley said while he heard a knock at the door. Ana walked on the door and saw Bastien waiting the other side. I will be here to escort you ma and king.
Bastien said. Riley grabbed the wrist but Eleanor John Hana followed behind as Matron of Honor. Riley and Liam have decided to have their marriage to enter the hedge size, since she was born like special places in her heart. Liam stood the front and Dreke as his best man and Leo would perform the ceremony. As the music began Ana began to get down the go while Eleanor followed
behind sending petal flowers along the way. Once Eleanor came to the end, the music changed and Riley entered view. While everyone stood up and watched Riley start making his way down, Eleanor suddenly turned up the Go.Eleanor! Liam cried in a ton of beatings. Once Eleanor got to Riley, she asked: Sweetheart, what are you doing? I want to walk with you. Eleanor said he's reaching
for Riley's hand. Riley took Eleanor's hand and smiled to say: 'Well, let's walk together. They both walked down the go together receiving smile and chuckles from all the guests. Once they got to the end of the plane Eleanor took Riley and Hand Liam and brought them together, before returning to his seat next to Ana. She will make an incredible queen one day. Riley chuckled to Liam. I know,
and he's got a wonderful mother to help him along the way. Liam has whip back, causing Riley to blush. As Leo finishes the ceremony Liam pulled Riley into heated side, which caused Eleanor to start trial. Liam looked at him and said: 'I guess we thought that was funny? Eleanor smiled and northeasted himself as Liam said: Then you will love this. She took Riley up wedding style and brought
down the aisle like applaud. Well girl, it's your turn. Dren said he walked up to Eleanor and picked up her cedar style as well. As he brought him down to go to Eleanor watching Drake's and saying: 'Uncle Goalkeeper, you're supposed to carry out the murder of Hana. Drainage rolled his eyes while a smile was formed on his face. Hana walked beside her laughing, causing the crowd to erupt in
cheese as the weed ended. Once the reception started everyone sitting at a stroke dine with rotation potatoes and asparagus. Liam noticed Eleanor ate everything on her plate except for the asparagus and she says, 'Eleanor asparagus is good for you, you need to eat it. But I don't want daddy, Twisted Max says he makes his pee stinky. Liam fell fork over his plate and gave Maxwell a death
stake, as Riley let a big laugh out laugh so hard. Excuse my queen, but you were just despised? Liam asked with a smile. Riley kept his hands on his mouth and beat himself to none, but ended up sorting again in laughing even harder. Liam took himself laughing as Leo said: 'Maybe that would be a good time to cut the cake. Everyone agreed with walking on five vanilla layer cakes that were
covered in pink rose, Riley's favorite color. As Liam and Riley each cut a tiny piece and held it in each other's mouth, they both pushed the cake to advance the cake forward everyone else faces. Daddy's dirty! Elanor chuckled. Liam took a piece of cake and shouted his pull on Eleanor's nose, which made her laugh as the DJ turned on some music. Everyone made their way to the dance floor
and were having fun times until Maxwell asked him a request. Can I have everyone's attention please! This song goes from a very special girl, eleanor that's in for you. Eleanor's mouth was open wide as she began beating her hands to baby sharks. Everyone else rolled their eyes and chuckled as Maxwell and Eleanor climbed the dance floor. Liam grabbed before Riley pulled her to a
passionate kiss and said: 'I love you so much. I can't wait to see what tomorrow we bring. Riley wrapped his arms tightly around his waist and said: Neither can I. 1 Year Later * Rush To Fall Max, Hurry! Eleanor cried as she and Maxwell ran down the hospital hallway along with Savannah, Bertrand, and Olivia. As they made it to the birth centre of the hospital they saw Liam and Dren looking
through the window. Dad, is that I'm here? Eleanor asked. Liam smiled and didn't shake his head as he picked up Eleanor and showed his baby his sister. Are you Clara, can you wave? Liam asked, as Eleanor started to rise in Klara. Dad, he can wear my clothes. It could be Eleanor, but Clara has her own dress. Liam chuckled as he was back towards Dre. Eleanor sees the boy there next to
Klara? Eleanor asked: 'Are you with Hana's baby? And the brakes node and the answer were: Yes, my boy. No it's Jax, it's your cousin. It's also very raw. Eleanor said, causing Drake to chuckle. Liam looked up to Dreke and said: 'We are the lucky men in the world, we both have a perfect family. This was too precious! It really is Picture perfect! Sweet Little Eleanor ... the fact that her
interruption was seen as endearing - and even greeted by Riley speaks volumes of how much she loves that girl as her own.  WTG TOCLE MAX WITH BABY SHARK!  still a crowd please ... well, to defeat them. Lol and intensely! Welcome baby Clara and baby Jax!  work wonderful, sweet friends! See this in the App Show More
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